
 
  
Thank you for volunteering for Finish:	Pocket	Park	#2	for our Bike to the Beach for autism.  
With your help, we hope to have a safe and fun event.  	
 
Please read this guide.  It is designed to give you the specifics that you will need to know for the 
day of the ride. 

 
Rest Stop Theme: 

We encourage you to make your rest stop unique with a theme or posters of your choice.  
The variety and energy that our 
riders experience at our rest stops 
plays a huge factor in the 
success of our rides and 
improves the overall rider 
experience.  In the past, we have 
had Hawaii themes, movies, food 
themes, etc.  
 

 
Day of the Ride: 

The rest stop that you will be volunteering at is located at 11743 Termini San Luis Pass 
Rd Galveston, TX 77554 (location and map below).  
 
We will need you there between the hours of 10:30:00 AM and 4:00:00 PM. No later 
than 10:30:00	 AM	 so that you are there as the supplies arrive. We anticipate the first 
rider to arrive at 11:00:00	AM	and the final rider to come through at 4:00:00	PM.    
 
Around 10:00:00	AM	our team will drop off all of the supplies needed for the rest stop. 
 
Throughout the day the only thing that we may need you to provide is ice (the coolers 
dropped off by the catering company will be full of ice; however, ice may need to be 
replenished.  We recommend that you locate a vendor to buy ice (i.e. – grocery store, gas 
station, convenience store, etc.) from before your first rider arrives so that it can be done 
quickly later in the day when it is hotter and riders are arriving with a higher frequency.   

  
Upon arrival:  When you arrive at the rest stop there will be supplies on the ground i.e. 
tables, chairs, etc. READ THROUGH THE ENTIRE BINDER AND FAMILIARIZE 
YOURSELF WITH THE MATERIAL. We ask that you set these up, put the water on 
ice in the coolers, set out the food, etc.   



 

After set-up:  If riders have not arrived, use the time to make a few posters to motivate 
the riders. After you have set-up the rest stop cheer on and support the riders as they push 
through.   

Volunteers should be designated to perform one (1) of these FOUR duties:  

1) Rider check-in: Responsibility includes keeping track and marking of all 
of the cyclist numbers that pass by or stop at your rest stop on the rider list (which 
is included in the rest stop binder). This is very important because it enables 
us to ensure that no riders are lost along the route. 

2) Water and ice maintenance: Responsibility includes ensuring that there is 
adequate number of water bottles on ice, ensuring that there is enough ice on-site 
to last the day, and that the orange water-coolers stay full of both ice and water.  

3) Posting on Social media:  Responsibility includes taking pictures and posting 
to social media throughout the day.  See the volunteer binder for social media 
information and social media instructions.  

4) Handing out Cue card/ information: Responsibility includes handing out cue 
cards to each rider before they leave the rest stop and ensuring that they have, at 
least, a basic understanding of the route ahead of them.  

 
Throughout the day we are here to support you. If, as you set up your reststop, it becomes busy, 
or while closing it down, a question or problem arises, please contact or volunteer support 
coordinator, Robby Walsh, at 301-580-7231. This includes any items that may have been 
forgotten when the equipment drop was made, any items that you start to run low on or run out 
of, or any issues that arise with volunteers or riders. Robby is ready to support you as you 
support our riders. 



 
Closing: When all of the riders have passed through and our trailing car arrives we ask that you 
breakdown all of the equipment used and place it into an orderly pile, put all of the perishable 
items together and give them to the trail/SAG vehicle, and clean up the area as best as possible. 
  
Please leave the rest stop location in the same (or better) condition that you found it.  Local 
property owners generously provide these rest stop locations at no cost; we would like to leave 
the best impression.   
 
Finally, drive down to the beach and join us for our finish-line festivities at Pocket Park #2 in 
Galveston, TX 

 
 Location	
 

Pocket Park #2 
11743 Termini San Luis Pass Rd 
Galveston, TX 77554 

 

 
 
 Times 

Equipment Drop: 10:30:00 AM 
Volunteer Start: 10:30:00 AM 
First Rider: 11:00:00 AM 
Volunteer End: 4:00:00 PM 
Equipment Pick Up: 4:00:00 PM 

 
** The Event Director, Robby Walsh, will be the last chase car along the route and will 
close down each rest stop after the final rider passes.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Packing List 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your support of Bike to the Beach for autism, 
 
Robby Walsh 
Executive Director 
301.580.7231 
RWalsh@BiketotheBeach.org  
 
	

2 Tables 4 Chairs 
2 Water Dispensers 1 Tent 
1 Trashcan Sunscreen 
Box of food Body wipes 
Table clothes Spirit gear (foam fingers, etc.) 
Spare bike tubes First Aid kits 
Volunteer T-Shirts Maps and Cue Cards 
Important paper documents  


